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From the authors
This Code of Coduct is developed by CIO Platform Nederland. It finds its origin
in the experience of our members that the relations between IT vendors and IT
users is not an equal relationship in many cases, wherein the vendor holds a
dominant and sometimes even monopolistic position to the detriment of the
user. This leads for instance to terms and conditions that are exclusively in the
favor of the IT vendor.
The importance of IT to the economic and societal development is such, that a
more equal and mature relationship between supply and demand sides of IT is
necessary and in the interest of both sides. We feel that such a level playing
field is possible and will endeavor to reach such an equilibrium between vendor
and user.
This Code of Conduct aims to achieve an agreed set of principles towards a
more equal and reciprocal relationship between (potential) client and (potentiel)
supplier. This will only be possible by taking into account the mutual interests,
increasing mutual trust and adequately fulfilling the requirements of the client
in exchange for a reasonable and transparent fee. This Code of Conduct
provides a basis for such an approach.
Together with other national CIO associations we will work at coming to a
version of the Code of Conduct that is supported Europe wide, by user
organizations and governments. This will be a precondition to get the major
international vendors to change their act.
The Code of Conduct will be the input for CIO Platform Nederland to start a
national dialogue with the branche organization for IT vendors. When
appropriate the Code of Conduct may also serve as a basis for discussions with
political entities and the media.
The finalized Code of Conduct may be used in interactions between (potential)
clients and and a vendor of IT products and/or services. It could be part of the
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negociations leading up to an agreement, could be incorporated into an
agreement and the signing of the Code of Conduct may even be a precondition
to entering into negociations.

On behalf of the CIO Committee Vendor Relations and the CIO Experience
Group Vendor Relations
Jan van de Wouw, chairman CC Vendor Relations
Ronald Verbeek
Norbert Derickx
Lydia Kampman
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1

Code of Conduct

1.1 Definitions of role
Good commissioning: The commissioner will exercise good commissioning. This
includes communicating requirements to the market in a clear en precise
manner, including context and future perspectives that may be relevant. The
commissioner will take care of a level playing field for the relevant vendors and
service providers. A commissioner will make sure to have the necessary
knowledge and expertise at his disposal to formulate adequate requirements, to
be able to evaluate subsequent offers and to monitor the execution of the
agreements. The commissioner will remain committed to the agreement during
the execution, will offer relevant information to the contractor and will assess the
information offered by the contractor against the information available within his
own organization. The commissioner will monitor the execution of the contract
and act to uphold or adjust the contract when and where necessary in concert
with the contractor.
Good contract execution: A contractor will exercise good contract execution. A
good contractor is a vendor or service provider that thinks and acts in line with
the requirement of the commissioner. A good contractor offers his solution to
the requirement in a transparant manner, under what conditions and against
which costs. The offer explains what part of the requirement will be met by the
product or service provided by the contractor himself and what part by
subcontractors, as well as the amount of experience the contractor has in
providing this solution and in working with the mentioned subcontractors. The
offer also is transparent in what part of the requirement the contractor and his
subcontractors will not be able to provide and which options are available to the
commissioner outside the scope of the contractor. A good contractor will also
address any risks that are connected to the solution and which mitigations are
possible. A good contractor acts in a honest and reliable way, will treat any
information he receives while executing the agreement confidentially and will not
cause any damage or loss to the commissioner. A good contractor has a duty of
care for the products and services he provides to the commissioner.
Duty of care: The duty of care is the duty the contractor has to fulfill the terms of
the agreement that he has entered into with the commissioner fully,
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consientiously and with expertise according to the rules of the trade, and when
the solution does not conform to the agreed result will take responsibility to
reach the desired result.
Case in practise:
A crucial supplier of BPO tools indicates that they never enter into agreements
based on reaching an agreed result, but will only enter in to an agreement on
the basis of an effort to reach that result.
1.2 The relationship between commissioner and contractor
The nature of the relationship between commissioner and contractor is one of
business. Entering into a personal relationship is a foundation for trust, but this
should be transparent. Furthering personal interest or personal gain cannot be
an aim.
Case in practise:
With content focussed events, like license structure courses, it is often unclear
who pays the bill (or receives the bonus). Even when attending a third party
course it may turn out that the trainer is paid by the vendor.
Mutual respect is the default. Parties are bound by applicable laws and regulation.
Aim of the relationship is to offer a working solution fulfilling the requirements
of the commissioner, in accordance with the agreements stipulated in the
contracts between the parties, taking into consideration the duty of care that
rests upon the contractor.
Case in practise:
Vendors entice specialists with trial versions of software, but are vague about
terms and cost implications of ending a try out. Years later, at an audit, this may
still lead to findings. Vendors in this way consiously prepare future findings in
order to increase their leverage in negociations and use this to sell products they
are well aware the client doesn’t need.
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1.3 Process of reaching an agreement
The (potential) contractor will not offer gifts or other benefits that are personally
beneficial to the person(s) that represents the commissioning entity.
When during negociations an agreement is reached between commissioner and
contractor, the agreements including terms and conditions are written down in a
transparent agreement that both parties sign. This will also include the process
for adressing changes in the agreement during the period that the agreement is
in force.
The agreement, and all related documentation, has to make use of clear,
unambiguous language that is easily understood by non-specialists. The
documents need to have a clear structure and leave as little room for
interpretation as possible. The documents should make limited use of
specialised terminology. If specialised terminology is used, the terms should be
explained in a glossary to be included in the document in which they are used.
Cases in practise:
- Software is often presented in suites, containing options. Software vendors will
on occassion try to get specialists to engage these options during operational
sessions, without addressing the cost implication.
- It is unclearly specified what you are buying when you buy ‘maintenance’. A
vendor will insist on buying new licenses when introducing a new sub-version,
even when maintenance has been paid for several year on the previous subversion. It is obvious that no maintenance would have been paid if it had been
clear that this would not include a new sub-version.
When purchasing a service it should be the default that this is flexibel: total costs
of the service should increase ánd decrease according to the amount that is used.
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Cases in practise:
- A major software vendor maintains that downward adjustment of the amount
of licenses is not possible due to the fact that its management has set targets to
increase turnover. The only possible outcome from the viewpoint of the sales
representative is to specify the way in which this increase will be reached.
- Costs don’t decrease: When migrating away from a certain software product the
vendor may offer reduced licences. These will need to be purchased, which will
keep the total cost at almost the same level.
The agreed terms and conditions will remain unchanged for the duration of the
agreement. The only way for the terms and conditions to change is when both
parties agree to a proposed change.
1.4 Executing the agreement
The commissioner and contractor both adhere to the terms and conditions in the
agreement.
The contractor will colaborate with and advise the commissioner on the optimal
way to position the solution, keeping in mind the requirements of the
commissioner and the terms and conditions of the agreement.
The attitude of the commissioner and contractor towards each other shows
respect, transparancy in information necessary to effectively execute the
agreement, integrity en confidentiality in handling trade and business
information, intellectual property and other information that is shared during the
execution of the agreement.
Case in practise:
Suppliers will try in any way open to them to acquire information about the plans
and strategies of your organization and will not divulge information on their
sources.
When using social media, commissioner and contractor will take care not to
adversely impact the image and operations of the other party. They may hold
each other accountable for any adverse implications.
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Only authorized signatories of the commissioning organization may request
additional services from the contractor if these have implications for the cost
involved with the agreement, or otherwise have impact on the terms and
conditions of the agreement.
Commissioner and contractor both act in reasonableness and fairness towards
each other and in mutual contact when addressing situations that were not
forseen and impede the unchanged execution of the agreement.
The contractor has a duty of care towards the commissioner for the products
and services suppplied.
Cases in practise:
- Within a framework agreement of several million Euro’s, the client requests a
change of the agreement to decrease the maintenance fee in line with the
decrease of the organization itself. Client is willing to write off the investments in
licences that are no longer used. In stead of empathically working on a solution
in the given situation, the vendor is adamant that this is not possible, as the
small print of the agreement stipulates that all maintenance has to be dropped in
this case.
- Client often works in temporary consortia (projects) in which the participants
usually opt to use one of the already available Cloud platforms as a basis for the
consortium. The participants, and hence also the employees of the participants,
already have an agreement/license with the vendor and all already pay the
required user fee/license fee. But as this consortium is viewed as a ‘new’
company there has to be a new agreement and new licences have to be bought.
Due to the limited size of the ‘company’ the costs are higher.
1.5 Specific rules for agreements relating to software
Software licensing agreements should not include clauses allowing the software
vendor to impose unilateral changes to the agreements and/or related terms and
conditions.
Software vendors should provide and use localised agreements and supporting
documents. Use of Anglo-Saxon terminology and legal concepts is not
appropriate for customers not located in an Anglo-Saxon country.
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Software licensing agreements should be very specific and detailed as to what
kind of access (direct/indirect) is covered by the software license and what this
entails.
Addition of a new product to an already licensed software stack should be
possible without changing the terms and conditions of the already licensed
products in the software stack.
A good contractor will enable the commissioner to keep track of the use of the
software that was purchased. The contractor will to that end supply adequate
tools to manage the licences that were supplied. The commissioner may use
third party products and services to manage the licenses for him. The contractor
will provide information to third parties to accurately measure the use of his
software.
Non-free options should never be enabled by default in a standard installation of
a software product. Furthermore the contractor should ensure that non-free
options in the software product cannot be accidentally activated by unauthorized
persons.
A good commissioner will – periodically – keep the contractor informed of
changes in the scope and numbers of users of the supplied service, product or
licenses that are relevant to the terms and conditions in the agreement.
The contractor will – periodically – supply the commissioner with an overview of
the commissioner’s entitlements according to his administration, allowing the
commissioner to check these with his own administration and to contact the
contractor in case there are differences between the two administrations.
Case in practise:
A large software vendor wants to perform an audit, but is unable to provide an
accurate list of current licenses. Licenses are attached to non-existing legal
entities, different legal predecessors and/or have not been properly attributed to
the several entities that resulted from the splitting up of our former company.
Commissioner and contractor keep in mind that performing a (software) audit
may affect the operations and availability of employees at the commissioners
organization, and can involve costs to be made. A request for audit will therefore
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be submitted containing a proposed date for the audit.
In mutual coordination and keeping in mind the impact on the commissioners
operation, simultaneous audits from other contractors, an intake meeting is
scheduled at the commissioners offices.
The commissioner and the contractor each appoint one person to be their single
point of contact. All communications between commissioner and contractor
relating to the audit will pass through this person to the other party.
Upon discovery of findings that are not in accordance with the entitlements or
other agreements, the party that seems to be in default, will have a reasonable
period to restore or redress the situation.
In case the audit reveals the the commissioner is in compliance with the
entitlements and agreements, both parties costs connected to the audit process
will be born by the contractor. This in order to prevent vendors to use audits as a
sales enhancing mechanism with no down side. After the audit and repair of
possible faults, the contractor will hand over a declaration of ‘compliance’ to the
commissioner.

Sources
This Code of Conduct was drafted using i.a.:
- Final report of the Dutch parliamentary inquiry into governmental ICT projects,
“Eindrapport Parlementair onderzoek naar ICT-projecten bij de overheid
(Commissie Elias), Tweede Kamer 2014-2015, 33 326, nr.5.”
- NEVI Gedragscode ‘Handreiking verantwoord inkopen’, oktober 2012.
- Exeriences and codes of conduct used by members of the CIO Platform
Nederland.
- Intug, ‘Software Publishers Code of Conduct’, september 2015.
- Code of Conduct of the Dutch ICT suppliers branch organization Nederland ICT.
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